Abstract. Machine to Machine (M2M) Communication is one of the core technologies of 5G in the future. To relieve control signal overhead lead by massive access during M2M communication, we use greedy algorithm from the field of CS to perform joint Multi-User (MUD) detection of activity and data by taking advantage of sporadic nature of certain M2M applications. The simulation results show that it is effective in recovering sparse input signals as well as gaining higher spectral efficiency. We also show that combining cross validation (CV) with the greedy algorithm is reliable in identifying the sparsity level of input vector which makes CS-MUD more practical.
Introduction
Machine to Machine (M2M) Communication is one of the core technologies of 5G in the future. It is predicted that M2M will come up to 26 billion devices by 2020 [1] . As a consequence, large scale of the terminal put forward a challenge on how to deal with massive access in the physical layer. Furthermore, future wireless systems also have to meet different new communication requirements in some M2M applications such as low latency for smart meters and highly reliable communication for medical devices [2] . To address the challenges mentioned above, we focus on reducing control signal overhead which not only decreases the complexity of system but also reduces traffic latency and increases energy efficiency.
In order to relieve control signal overhead, we propose that nodes do not transmit their activity information which is left for the receiver to detect. In that case, the receiver has to perform joint activity and data detection. Due to the sporadic nature of certain M2M applications (such as in geological monitoring), only a small percentage of nodes would be actively transmitting data at a time which leaves room for Compressive Sensing (CS) to realize the proposal. There are only a few papers concerning the application of CS to MUD [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] .The concept of compressive sensing multi-user detection (CS-MUD) was firstly introduced in [3] which was discussed under a fully loaded CDMA system. [4] adopts greedy algorithms to reduce the complexity of CS-MUD even in overloaded CDMA systems. [5] made some improvements in the CS-MUD algorithms and apply them to channel estimation. [6] applies the CS-MUD for CDMA system under asynchronous transmissions.
In this paper we discuss the CS-MUD technology for M2M under MC-CDMA system [7] which realizes the evolution and inheritance of LTE system. we use OMP greedy algorithm from the field of CS to perform joint Multi-User (MUD) detection of activity and data. However, most greedy algorithms including OMP algorithm require prior knowledge such as sparsity or noise level to properly stop the iteration [4] [11] , which however could not be satisfied in most practical cases. Therefore we use cross validation (CV) to determine the sparsity and OMP to recover input signals. In this way, every iteration can be viewed as two separate parts: reconstructing the signal by OMP and evaluating the recovered signal by cross validation technique which is utilized to properly terminate the iteration before the recovery starts to overfit the noise. The results shows that CV can reliably estimate sparsity for high SNR even in overloaded MC-CDMA system. The OMP performs well in the context of MC-CDMA and also gains higher spectral efficiency.
The Theory about CS
Compressive sensing (CS) theory was firstly introduced in [8] and [9] which shows that a sparse signal can be recovered with high probability. In this paper, we utilize that the M2M communication scenario meets the conditions of CS application, and then use the CS reconstruction algorithm to realize the multi user detection. The basic CS reconstruction problem is using M N measurements. It seems like a severely ill-posed inverse problem, however, the sparsity of x makes reconstruction using M N measurements possible. There are three main reconstruction algorithms. A thorough overview of reconstruction algorithms won't be introduced here. In this paper we will adopt Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm known as Greedy iterative algorithm which is less complex. OMP algorithm is commonly used well and suited for our scenario. In order to make it more practical, we will modify the OMP which will be detailed later.
CS-MUD Method for M2M

Machine-to-Machine Scenario
In this paper, we consider a M2M scenario where a set of K sensor nodes communicate with a central aggregation node or base station. The sensor nodes are active occasionally which means sporadic communication. To model sensor nodes activity, we assume that each node has quite low and identical activity probability 1 a p which means the majority of nodes are silent.
Multicarrier-CS-MUD system model
In order to simplify the system, we assume all nodes experiences flat fading which means we allocate the subcarriers within the coherence bandwidth. We assume a node k , 1 k K ≤ ≤ is active with probability a p and transmits symbols from the modulation alphabet A . Inactive nodes won't transmit any data. Then, we spread the modulated symbols by spreading sequence The received signal can be described as:
Where k x A ∈ is symbol transmitted by node k at some time instance. To create detection model, we assume inactive nodes to transmit zero symbol i.e. 0 k x = which actually don't transmit any data. A is modulation alphabet, such as Phase Shift Keying (PSK) or Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). We augment set A to be 0
is spreading code of node k which then mapped to frequency resources. The matrix
represents flat fading coefficients corresponding to s N subcarriers for sensor node k . For simplicity, we suppose that the receiver has known the channel state information. 
Detection Scheme
Our detection scheme is based on OMP algorithm [10] which is commonly used well and suited for our scenario. However, most greedy algorithms including OMP algorithm require prior knowledge such as sparsity or noise level to properly stop the iteration [4] [12], which however could not be satisfied in most practical cases. Especially in our case, we have no idea about the number of active M2M nodes. Without such information the termination of the algorithm may be too early or too late.
In the former case, the OMP won't reconstruct the signal completely (underfitting), while in the latter the OMP may treat some noise as signal (overfitting) which both greatly deteriorate the reconstruction quality. Therefore, we should modify the OMP to be a more practical algorithm.
As a substitute to prior knowledge, cross validation (CV) was proposed to serve as iteration stopping criterion of greedy algorithms by Boufounos, Duarte, and Baraniuk in [12] , where the general framework of CS-CV modification is founded. In a CS-CV modified algorithm, we divide the received vector y into two parts including a training vector 
In this algorithm, every iteration can be viewed as two separate parts: reconstructing the signal by OMP and evaluating the recovered signal by cross validation technique which is utilized to properly terminate the iteration before the recovery starts to overfit the noise. However, Authors in [12] assume that total measurements In order to improve the performance of OMP-CV further, we propose our two-stepped scheme. Firstly, we just use OMP-CV to estimate the sparsity, then we still use all measurements to reconstruct the signal with above estimated sparsity to terminate the iteration. We consider different nodes numbers K with its own different sparsity p . Figure 2 shows that the validation error CV residual doesn't decrease monotonically and reaches a minimum value if iteration number equals the sparsity level so that it is reasonable to estimate the sparsity by CV technology in our M2M scenario. The basic idea is that using the training vector 
Performance Analysis
To assess the performance of joint activity and data detection, we consider Net-Symbol-Error(NSE) about active users containing both activity detection errors and data detection error and GrossSymbol-Error(GSE) about all users i.e. entire vector X . NSE is more important than GSE. The reason is that if we detect inactive users to be active users, it can be fixed by higher layer error handling applications such as check codes. However, wrong detection of active users means data loss which is more severe.
Simulation Setup
Based on the MATLAB simulation platform We consider a system contains 32 s N = orthogonal subcarriers. For each user, Walsh Code with 32 c N = chips are used as spreading factor. We assume 16QAM as modulation scheme from which the nonzero elements in
Simulation Results
The first simulation examines the efficiency of CV operation where for each point at different SNR, we first perform 50 trials for the CV operation and use the average value of iteration number as an estimated sparsity p . Next we perform 1, 000 trials for each different SNR of the OMP algorithm with above estimated sparsity p to terminate the iteration. Figure 3 shows the performance of OMP under different conditions. One is performed under perfect knowledge of sparsity =3,5,7 p which serves as a best stopping criteria. The other is performed under unknown sparsity i.e., =0.05,0.08,0.11
and adopt CV to estimate sparsity. We consider a small overloaded system by set user number K=64. If two results overlap, it means correct sparsity estimation. The results shows that CV can reliably estimate sparsity for high SNR even in overloaded system 2 β = without mention in full loaded system. However, CV estimation performs badly for low SNR.
In the low SNR range, OMP may treat some of the noise vector as the transmitting signal during CV operation which leads to overfitting. In that case, the estimated sparsity is higher than real sparsity which deteriorate the latter reconstruction algorithm and GSE performance clearly shows that. For comparison purposes, we include Least Squares(LS) estimation with known activity information i.e. the detector knows the support of X . We call it "oracle LS". Additionally, the oracle LS serves as a lower bound, since OMP can never be better than oracle LS because in essence OMP is a LS estimation without known correct position of support. In order to show the performance of OMP under MC-CDMA system for larger SNR range, we assume perfect knowledge of sparsity given sparsity estimation is not reliable in low SNR range. It is worth mentioning that receiver can count on CV estimation to estimate sparsity in higher SNR range. β = Figure 4 shows the performance for overloaded system, 2 β = nodes per subcarrier by setting nodes number K=64. The figure shows that the OMP performs much better with increasing SNR. The NSE is zero for high SNR which means exactly correct signal detection of active users. Note that the performance decreases as sparsity rises. Inter-correlation of spreading sequences is responsible for this. Because the system is overloaded, the spreading sequences in A are non-orthogonal. In that case, the Inter-correlation will lead to less reliable activity detection. In other words, the Inter-correlation of non-orthogonal spreading sequences leads to wrong detection of support set of X in OMP algorithm. . Figure 5 shows NSE of OMP for different system load. The figure shows that we can gain higher spectral efficiency up to 4 β = at the cost of small performance losses.
Summary
In this paper, we applied CS-MUD under MC-CDMA system. We utilize CS reconstruction algorithm to jointly detect multi-user data and activity in order to reduce control signal overhead. We applied greedy algorithm OMP to reconstruct signal at central aggregation node or base station. The results shows the reliability of CS-MUD. In order to meet with real-case communication scenarios, we also combine OMP with CV technology which can reliably estimate the number of active users known as sparsity. In addition, we still validate that CS-MUD enable MC-CDMA system to allocate more users to the subcarriers which means higher spectral efficiency.
